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What is Scientific Research

a method of obtaining information in order to address a previously identified
problem or question.

it represents a systematic method that follows many successive steps, that
start from problem knowledge and analysis, collecting and documenting data
to derive a range of solutions arising from the analysis.

systematic study designed to meet the lack of knowledge, to compile and link
things and concepts spread or mixed in understanding or application, or to
achieve new scientific knowledge derived from the procedures and results of
scientific research.
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Classification of Scientific Research #1

Exploratory:
This type of research is used to explore new ideas or unanswered questions.

Descriptive:
This type of research is used to describe various phenomena.

Explanatory:
This type of research is used to explain why a particular phenomenon occurs.
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Classification of Scientific Research #2

Observational:
is a method of addressing hypotheses by simply observing. Observational
research can take place in a laboratory or in a natural setting.

Experimental: is a method in which scientists manipulate variables in a
controlled setting in an attempt to make a causal inference about the
variables of interest.

Theoretical:
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Characteristics of Scientific Research #1

Empirical: it can be verifiable. Persons should be able to verify the truth or
otherwise of the said research work.

Objective: All scientific knowledge are objective as opposed to being
subjective. This simply means that they are considered from the general
perspective as opposed to being considered from the personal perspective.

Accuracy: A research work usually lays down the goals at the beginning stage
and the results aimed to achieve at the end. This end result must be attained
a 100 percent.

Systematic: a key feature of a scientific research is that it follows some
particular steps and procedures and if these steps and procedures are
repeated by any other person within a specific condition, the same result can
be attained.

Ethical consideration: Science must in some ways, put into consideration the
values, morals, and ethical considerations of the society.
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Characteristics of Scientific Research #2

Reliable: any other person may replicate similar results by following the
systematic procedures laid down.

Predictable: at the very early stages of the research work, a researcher should
be able to predict the outcome.

Replicable: The fact that a research conducted in a lab in Europe can be
replicated in Africa and a similar result attained qualifies such research as
being scientific.

Controlled: specific variables to be known as the knowledge of these variables
allow for ease of repeating the said research work.

have a definite objective: all scientific research works have a specific objective
or goal as the end result in the mind of the researcher.
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Steps of Scientific Research

The seven stages that research should follow to be scientific are:

Make an observation or ask a question: observe an interesting phenomenon
and form a research question.

Gather background information: make an overview of the previously
published literature on the topic that you’re interested in.

Create a hypothesis: specifying the purpose of your research, devising a
framework research design, and outlining specific research questions.

Make a prediction based on the hypothesis: researchers should conduct
background research before conducting research and make a guess/prediction
of what they expect to happen when testing the hypothesis.

Test the hypothesis: carry out empirical research to test the hypothesis.

Analyse the data: he researcher should analyse the gathered data to identify
if it supports or rejects the hypothesis proposed.

Conclusions: the researcher should state whether the hypothesis was
accepted or rejected, provide general feedback on their research
(strengths/weaknesses), and acknowledge how the results will be used to
make new hypotheses.
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General Tips

Walk before you run.

For curiosity not practicality

Work smart not hard

More you listen, more you learn.

More you practice, more you understand.

To get something you never had, you have to do something you never do.

The beauty and the beasts.
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Thanks for your attention!
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